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FIRE - FLAMIHG fEELIHGS

THE ACTOR'S WILL

5w
Hamlet

FIRE: 01d Students.

Continue with the King Lear scene - work for the in-

stant flaming of the feelings from the imagination. It is im-

portant to develop the ability to be inflameu instantly by the

image — as actors this will give you much economy of time and

you will prepare your parts twice as quickly. Take the image

as professional work.

"Nothing. my lord.? . "Nothing."

Pause ”,11”

You are going to perform the pause which takes away

from you almost all means of exproseion, and yet you have to

show the flame and explosion inside this old man. This is the

problem. In "Blow. winds...ragel blow!" you have words and

movements. but now it is quite the opposite, you have nothing

except a big pause, but the fire must be as strong as in "Blow.

winds...". Do everything in your imagination to increase this

fire. Take this exorcise as a special ono connected with the

problem of finding the "firof. then get it into your actor's

soul. The task again is fire - in the three scenes we have done

the task has been fire.
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criticism. I \

From this you will see how much we have to learn in

order to get this ability to flame. You have done the scene

vory cleverly. and it is important to recognize this. Every-

thing oft—the stage an—be—éone—atupid—ly—WWW—
 

preciatod seeing that our group has developed this cleverness.

But what you lock is £113, Your clevemess‘will reach the

audience. but your fire will not touch them - it is too weak.

You must see your image burning and flaming, wd then take this

image into you. We will repeat these three scenes until I feel

you have taken a step toward. All of the pauses and the words

must be imagined no flame and fire. Imagine everything through

the prism of mg.

THE ACTORI§e¥13§:tako the players' scene from Hamlet. Take in

the arrangement of the constructions in space. with your actor's

will, and make it your world. and be intimate with it. Estab-

lish the right will connection to the stage as if you have built

it. as if you are MES its movements. molding the setting, cro-

ating, it until you will really live it and want to be in this

setting. This is absolutely necessary in order to be able to

improvise. You must be as familiar with it as with your own

room. Experience what the slightest change in the setting means

to you as an actor - even the smallest clungo will make your

relationship to everything different. Close your eyes and ex—

perience the whole scene from inside.
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Let us take the scene from Hamlet when the Queen

says: “Como hither, my dear Hamlet. sit by me." And Hamlet

replies: "No, good mother, here's metal more attractive." He

will do the scene on the basis of atmosphere. which at the be-

ginning is a stately feasting one. but in this atmosphcre one

feels somebody (Hamlet) can at any moment do something to spoil

the feast. therefore a small element of danger is there. An

element of fear and suspicion, which disturbs slightly the at-

mosphcre of the feast.

Feast Players'l Bitmnce

' §

\ 151: pause .
i—flue§x\——

' Hamlet \. 2nd pause

\ 1

\3rd pguaé'

_ I

\V' § Players' pantomime

E murder

Atmosphere i

‘ \.Kin5 ' 9 question

Ramlet ' 3 answer

‘ ,\

gauge

Susnicion "x

\ Growing,

panic
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Old Students: \

Continue with them scene;

Hamlet: He poisons him i' the garden...

Ophelia: The king rises.

Queen: How fares my lord?

Polonius: Give o'er the play.

King: Give me some light. Away!

Polonius: Lights, lights, lights.

It is very interesting to rehearse the play by sitting

and speaking the words. being; full of everything we have worked

upon. Being full of everything, the words will contain all

those things.

We must find the gesture of the scene ~ everything,

every moment of the scene has its gesture and 1-19 must find it.

At the beginning there is a pause out of which tho lines are

spoken, and in thrco stops the atmosphere is led from one of

stately feasting with slight suspicion. to one of great sus-

picion and little feasting.“

Crowd: Lights, lights, lights.

lumlot: Didst perceive?

Horatio: Very well, my lord.

Hamlet: Upon the talk of the poisoning?

Horatio: I did Very well note him.


